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Cook Children’s Application Instructions 
Step 1. Message Nina 

● Due to the fact that Cook’s Children limits the number of 
TAMS students volunteering, I need to have your name so 
that I can coordinate with Cook Children’s and you can 
volunteer. So, make sure and message me (Nina) letting me 
know that you are applying! 

● It would also be great if you could keep me updated on 
your application process (i.e. Just turned in app, accepted 
into interview process) that way everybody is kind of on 
schedule 

Step 2. Important Dates 
● This isn’t really a step but more to inform you! The Cook 

Children’s Volunteer App is DUE BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS. 
However, they do first come first serve so preferably have 
the apps in by mid-August 

● We should start volunteering late September or early 
October, but this is subject to change. 

Step 3. The Application Itself 
● Sorry guys this step is a little long but also very 

IMPORTANT.  
● For question 1 (why do you want to volunteer?): mention 

being in the TAMS Medical Society and thought this 
opportunity was good or something like that 

● For volunteer placement preferences, click none of the 
camp ones and click whatever else (it doesn't matter really) 

● For Times available: click saturday-morning, afternoon, 
and evening, click NOTHING ELSE or you may get a 
weekday shift where we can’t provide you transportation 
and you also can’t volunteer with us  
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● For references: Your references need to be legit because 
they do actually email/call the reference and request them 
to fill out some forms for you. If you have trouble finding 
references, I (Nina) or Aparna or Louisa will be happy to be 
your reference.  

● Referral source: learned through TAMS/TAMS Medical 
Society program 

Step 4. The Logistics 
● Again, another informative step. Depending on how many 

people apply (MESSAGE ME so that I know), we will take 
between 10-15 people each Saturday to the Fort Worth 
location (about 50 minutes away). 

● The people going will vary each week so sign ups will be 
posted on the FB page weekly. Speaking of which, JOIN 
OUR FB PAGE NOW because all updates will most likely be 
on there from now on and you will be missing out.  

● We will do our best to get everybody a chance to volunteer. 
If you volunteer 50+ hours with Cook’s then you may get a 
shadowing opportunity so please, make sure you are 
committed.  

● Also, check out our website because yay TMS :D 

 
<3 Your Vice-President, 

Nina Kupra 
 
Plus, shoutout to the other TMS Babes Aparna and 
Louisa because they are amazing and will be 
helping with this opportunity too! 
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P.S. We are so so excited to be working with you 
baby juniors. Looking forward to seeing y’all soon!! 
^.^ 

 


